Let Y be a space and A a differential graded algebra over the field Q of rationals corresponding in Sullivan's theory to the rational homotopy type of Y. Then to the rational homotopy type of a f ibration over Y equipped with a given cross-section corresponds a differential graded Lie algebra L over Λ, free as an A -module. The differential graded Lie algebra Q ® A L corresponds in Quillen's theory to the rational homotopy type of the fibre of the fibration. Furthermore, by restriction of scalars, L can be considered as a differential graded Lie algebra over Q. Then it contains a differential graded Lie sub-algebra over Q which corresponds to the rational homotopy type of the space of cross-sections which are homotopic to the given cross-section. Some examples illustrate this result.
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Introduction and statement of the main results.
Rational homotopy theory. Quillen [11] and Sullivan [12] established the equivalence of the following four categories:
(1) the rational category of simply connected spaces with rational homology of finite dimension in each degree;
(2) the rational category of DG-algebras A (differential graded associative and commutative algebras over Q) such that dim A p < oo for each/ ^^Oif/XOor/?^ l,and^° = Q; (3) the rational category of DG-coalgebras C (differential graded co-associative and co-commutative coalgebras over Q) such that dim C p < oo for each/?, C p = 0 iίp < 0 oτp = 1 and C o = Q; (4) the rational category of DG-Lie algebras (differential graded Lie algebras over Q) such that dim L p < oo for each p and L p -0 if p < 0.
The QuillenSulliυan dictionary for the rational homotopy type of spaces generalizes, under certain conditions, to a dictionary for the rational homotopy type of fibrations over a space Y equipped with a given cross-section. In the latter dictionary, the DG-algebra A, which is a model for Y, substitutes the field Q in the former dictionary, so that the algebraic objects involved are DG-algebras, DG-coalgebras and DG-Lie algebras over A, free as A-modules.
The fact that there is a given cross-section corresponds, in the case of the DG-algebras or the DG-coalgebras over A, to the fact that a DG-algebra A -augmentation or a DG-coalgebra A -augmentation is given. As to the DG-Lie algebras over A, however, their very structure depends on the given cross-section. Moreover, the DG-Lie algebras over A carry additional information, as asserted below.
A DG-Lie algebra over A in 1, considered as a DG-Lie algebra over Q, contains a canonical DG-Lie sub-algebra, which corresponds in the Quillen-Sulliυan dictionary to the space of cross-sections homotopic to the given cross-section.
In §6 we give concrete applications of 2.
To state results 1 and 2 with precision we need the following definitions and conventions.
Definitions and conventions.
Let A be a DG-algebra over a field K. A DG-module over A is a differential graded vector space M with an A -module structure m: A® M -> M such that m(l®x) = x and dm =
m(d® id+ iά® d).
Given a DG-module E over A 9 one defines a structure on E of DG-algebra over A in the same way as one defines a DG-algebra, replacing the field of scalars by the DG-algebra A in the structure maps (multiplication and unity).
In the same fashion one defines a DG-coalgebra % over A and a DG-Lie algebra L over A.
Also one defines an augmentation of E (respectively 90) to be a DG-algebra (DG-coalgebra) map E-> A (A-* %) over A such that unity counity
A -+ E -> A (A -* 90 -> Λ) is the identity.
Note that if ^4 is augmented and K has the structure of an A -module induced by the augmentation, then K® Λ E, K® A % and K® A L are naturally equipped with a structure of DG-algebra, DG-coalgebra and DG-Lie algebra, respectively.
Let & be one among the three objects E, % or L. As a DG-module over A it is equipped with the natural filtration given by F p & = (F P A)& 9 where F P A is the ideal of those elements of A with degree >p. Assume A is augmented and & is a free A -module. Then there exists an A -module isomorphism $ » A ® f, where ^= ϋΓ ®^ S, which does not necessarily preserve the DG-algebra, DG-coalgebra, DG-Lie-algebra structure over A. 
&).
In this paper we denote by K a field of characteristic zero. Most of the time K stands actually for Q, the field of rationals. (This is the case whenever the algebraic objects are related to geometric objects.)
All graded objects in this paper have a structure of graded vector space over K and are graded by negative and positive integers. We shall adopt the convention that if V is a graded vector space, then V p -V_ p for any integer/?. Unless otherwise stated we shall assume all DG-algebras to be upper graded and to vanish in negative degrees, and all DG-coalgebras and DG-Lie algebras to be lower graded and to vanish in negative degrees.
Note that while in a DG-algebra E over A the A -module structure is such that if a E A p and x E E q y then ax E E p+q \ in a DG-coalgebra % over A or in a DG-Lie algebra L over A the A -module structure is such that if a E A p and x E% q oτ L g9 then ax E % q _ p or L q _ p . DG-algebras over A appear naturally to be positively graded, whereas DG-coalgebras or DG-Lie algebras over A have in general non-trivial elements in negative degrees.
We shall denote by A(V) = A(x λ , x 2 > >*n> •) ^e free associative, commutative and graded algebra over a DG-algebra A generated by a graded vector space Vwith base x l9 x 2 ,-.. ,x n >. ., i.e. A(V) -A ® Q(V) and Q(F) = Q(x ί9 x 2 >-.. 9 x n >. .) is the symmetric algebra on F(which is isomorphic to the tensor product of the polynomial algebra on the subspace of V spanned by the elements of even degree by the exterior algebra on the subspace spanned by the elements of odd degree).
We shall denote by S A (M) the symmetric coalgebra over a DG-algebra iona module M over A. It is the sub-coalgebra over A of the tensor coalgebra over A on M defined by taking in 
Furthermore, the equivalences are functorial relative to the changes of base.
By change of base in (2), (3) or (4) In particular, Theorem 1 is such that if Y is a point and A -Q, the equivalences correspond to the dictionary for the homotopy type of a simply connected space.
Note that again by "rational category" we mean the category localized relatively to the weak equivalences over Y or A, i.e. to those maps over Y or A which induce an isomorphism on (the rational) homology.
We shall say that an object in (2)- (4) corresponding to a fibration/?: (1) is a model over A for/?.
As mentioned above, the equivalence between (1) and (2) is much more general and is a consequence of Sullivan's theory of the free minimal model. It is functorial relative to the changes of base, and if E is a DG-algebra over A which is a model over A for a fibration/?: X -> Y, then Q ® Λ E is a DG-algebra which is a model for the fiber of p. It is also easily verified that to a cross-section s of p corresponds an augmentation of the free minimal model of p over A and conversely.
The proof of Theorem 1 is therefore entirely algebraic and consists in describing the equivalences between (2)-(4). The construction of a model for the space of cross-sections homotopic to a given cross-section has been suggested by Thorn [13] and Sullivan, and the fact that this construction actually yields a model has been proved by Haefliger [8] . This is the crucial result we use to prove Theorem 2. Note that if 7 is a finite-dimensional nilpotent space with finite-dimensional homotopy groups, then there always exists a finite-dimensional DG-algebra A which is a model for Y [6] (page 517). 
Then the spectral sequence associated to the natural filtration F P M converges to H(M) and φ induces an isomorphism E 2 « H{A) ® ^(^ ®4 M).
The assumptions on A and M are such that the spectral sequence is like a first quadrant spectral sequence.
Comparison of spectral sequences. Let A and A be two augmented DG-algebras and let /: A -* ^ be a DG-algebra map. Let Λf be a DG-module over ^4, ΛΓ a DG-module over A\ and α: M -» M 7 a map of modules over / (i.e. an A -module map where the ,4-module structure on M f is induced by/). 
is a weak equivalence. Then a is a weak equivalence if and only if a κ is a weak equivalence.
The proof is straightforward using (2.1) and Moore's comparison theorem [2] . As a consequence of (2.1) and (2.2) 
As usual we shall denote by Hom^M, N) the sub-DG-module over A of Hom(Λf, N) consisting of all / e Hom(M, N) p such that for every
a EA q and every m E MJ(am) = {-\) p \a f)(m).
It is easy to verify that, for every DG-vector space V,
and, if Vis such that dimV p < oo for every/?, then
The following corollary follows from this equality and from (2.1) and (2.2). 3. Duality, In this paragraph we shall see that the functor E ~* Hom^/J, A) establishes, under certain conditions, a duality between the category of DG-algebras over A which are free A -modules and the category of DG-coalgebras over A which also are free A -modules. be the DG-algebra isomorphism over A defined by
One can easily verify that, if E is identified to A ® (K® K E)
as an A -module, then γ is just the canonical isomorphism defined by
are, respectively, a DG-algebra isomorphism over A and a DG-coalgebra isomorphism over ^4. Finally, if σ: E -> ^4 is a DG-algebra map such that σw = id, then η: , ^4), defined by η(l) = σ, is an augmentation of s, A). Conversely if η: A -* Hom A (E, A) is an augmentation, then » A is a DG-algebra map such that η(l)w = id.
The following proposition follows immediately from (2.4 Let Ω^ be the DG-algebra of differential forms on a differentiable manifold X. Let p: X -» Y be a differentiable locally trivial fibre bundle and assume that X and Y are compact (this assumption is not essential).
Let /?*: Ω 7 -» Ώ x be the DG-algebra map induced by p and consider Ω x with the structure of Ωy-module induced by /?*. In this situation we can give the following interpretation for the functor Hom Ω ( , Ω y ): it is the functor which associates to the bundle/? the "topological"
1 DG-coalgebra Honfg^Q^, Ω 7 ) whose elements are the continuous Ω r linear maps of Ω^ in Ω y . Such a map can be identified to a differential form on Y with values in the vector bundle of currents on the fibers. This can be seen by noting that the elements of Hom If the fibers are oriented, an example of such a form of degree equal to the dimension of the fibre is given by the integration on the fibres.
Quillen's functors t A and β A .
The functor & A . Let A be a DG-algebra and L a DG-Lie algebra over v4. Let S A (sL) be the symmetric coalgebra over A on the suspension of L {{sL) p -L p _ x ). We shall denote by & A (L) the coalgebra S A (sL) over A equipped with the differential defined by
where x l9 ... 9 x n belong to L (for the signs cf. [6] page 506).
Using the natural generalizations to DG-coalgebras over A of Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 4.4 in Appendix B of [11] (pages 285-286) (cf. also [10] pages 441-444), one easily checks that 6 A is a functor and that the differential is completely determined by d(sx) = -sdx and
'The tensor product is replaced by a well-adapted completion.
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is the natural generalization of the Koszul complex of chains on a Lie algebra.
The functor Z A . Let A be a DG-algebra and 90 an augmented DGcoalgebra over ^4. Let η: A -> % and ε: 90-^^4 be, respectively, the augmentation and the counity of %. Set 9C = Ker ε. Then | = £ -ηε(ξ) defines a projection %^%. We shall denote by t A (%) the free Lie algebra L A (s~ι%) on s^^G over /ί equipped with the differential ( [11] page 290) obtained by extending to a derivation the map given by
s an ^4-module, the free graded Lie-algebra L A (M) on M over ^4 can be built as a quotient of the non-associative and non-commutative free algebra on M over A, see [1] , page 181, ex. 13.)
Using the universal property of the free Lie algebra over A 9 one checks that t A is a functor.
Change of base: let A -* A be a DG-algebra map. Then £ A >{A' ® A %)
The adjunction maps ([11] page 293, [10] page 442). Let L be a DG-Lie algebra over A. Using the universal property one extends the projection s~ιS A (sL) -> L to a DG-Lie algebra map Let 9C be an augmented DG-coalgebra over A. Assume % is connected in the sense of Quillen [11] (page 282), i.e. for a given augmentation TJ: A -> % we have % = U r > 0 F r %, where F r % is inductively defined by F 0 %=η(A), (If % is a free-module over A and (K ® A %) p = 0 for p < 0, then % is connected in the sense of Quillen.) Then, again using the generalization of Proposition 4.1 in Appendix B of [11] , one sees that the A -module map % -> % -* sL A (s~x%) lifts to a DG-coalgebra map over A: 
Proof. Note that if L is a i^-free DG-Lie algebra over A, then G A (L)
is a / 72 -free DG-coalgebra over A and, also, if 9C is a Z^-free DG-coalgebra over A 9 then t A {%) is a ,F 2 -free DG-Lie algebra over A. The proposition being true for A = K ( [10, 11] ), the general case follows from Corollary (2.2). For instance, to prove (1) consider the
is also a weak equivalence. Thus, by (2.2), Q A (f) is a weak equivalence over ^4. The same argument proves (2) and (3). Let A be a DG-algebra and L a DG-Lie algebra over A. By restriction of scalars, consider L as a DG-Lie algebra over K. Let S u : S(sL) -» S A (sL) be the natural coalgebra map over the unity u: K -> A (see [6] , page 521). One can easily check that S u \ G(L) -* Q A {L) is a DG-coalgebra map over w. We shall need this map in the next paragraph.
The DG-algebra β*(L). Let A be an augmented DG-algebra and L a DG-Lie algebra over A and set β*(L) = Hom^(β^(L), A). If L is free as an A -module and dim(^ ® A L) p < oo for every/?, then 6*(L) is naturally equipped with a structure of DG-algebra over A 9 free as an A -module. We shall call it the DG-algebra ofcockains on L over A.
Assume (K® A L) p = 0forp<0 and set V = s(K<8> A L)*. Then, as an algebra, β A (L) is the free algebra A(V) over A generated by V. (4.4) PROPOSITION. Let E be α DG-αlgebrα over A, free as an A-module and such that dim^ ® Λ E) P < oo for every p. Then E is the DG-algebra of cochains on a DG-Lie algebra over A if and only if there exists a (strictly) positively graded vector space V, finite dimensional in each degree, such that E is the free algebra A(V) on V over A and the differential d E v of an element v E V (as element of E) is exactly the sum of a linear term d x v and a quadratic term d 2 v (i.e. d λ v is a sum of terms of the form a ® w, a E A, w E V 9 and d 2 υ is a sum of terms of the form a Θ v λ t? 2 , a E A, v l9 v 2 E V).
Proof. where Σ^ is the group of permutations of p objects and where the sign is defined by ±w σ(1) « σ (2) u σ(p) = u λ u 2 As an algebra we have &^(L) -A(V) and to see that actually 6J(L) = is, note that the differentials of an element υ E V are equal. This completes the proof of the proposition. Now, it follows from Proposition (4.4) that there exists a DG-Lie algebra U over A such that E -G$(L') and as the differential on E differs from that on β*(L) by a linear term, as a Lie algebra, Z/ equals L.
•••u p 'm K(U).

With this notation, we have, for a G A and v G V, λD 2 (av) G (A ® V) ® A (A ® F), hence D' 2 = λiλ, is a map Z^: Λ ® F -» (Λ ® F) ® A (A ® V)
We shall illustrate this consequence in the examples of §6.
The model L + for the space of cross-sections.
DEFINITION. Let A be a DG-algebra. We say that a DG-algebra E over ^4 is free nilpotent over A if E is a free algebra A{V) (see Definitions and conventions in §1) where F is a graded vector space such that V p = 0 18 FLAVIO E. A. DA SILVEIRA forp < 0, dimK 77 < oc for every/?, and such that there exists an increas-
(5.1) Sullivan's model. Let ^4 be a finite dimensional DG-algebra such that A 0 = K and let C = A* be the dual DG-coalgebra. Let E be a free nilpotent DG-algebra over ^4 and let σ: E -» τl be an augmentation of /?. Conditional to a change of base in the graded vector space of generators (and the corresponding change in the differential) one can assume σ: id ® ε, where ε: Q(V) -> Kis the natural augmentation (as above, Fis the space of generators of E over A) (see [8] ). Below we shall systematically make this assumption.
Sullivan has suggested [12] (page 314) the following model for the space of cross-sections which are in the homotopy class of the section corresponding to σ. Consider the free algebra Q(V ® C) (which in general is not positively graded) and the algebra map is the unique differential on Q(F® C) such that e r is a DG-algebra map over A. With this differential, the couple (e\ {V® C)) satisfies the following universal property: for every DG-algebra map Φ: E -> A ® B over ^4, where 5 is any DG-algebra, there exists a DG-algebra map φ: Q(V ® C) -> 5 such that the following diagram commutes:
In fact, φ is determined by φ(v ® c) = Φ(l ® ϋ)(c).
Let / be the ideal of Q(F ® C) generated by the elements of V ® C of degree < 0 and their differentials and let Γ be the quotient DG-algebra Q(F ® C)/L Set e: E ^ A ® Γ for the DG-algebra map over Λ given by e f followed by the natural projection. The DG-algebra Γ is positively graded and the couple (e, Γ) verifies the universal property
for any DG-algebra (positively graded) 5 such that B° -K and for every map Φ of augmented DG-algebras over A.
(5.2) Explicit formulas for e. Let £/ be the subspace of V® C of all elements of degree < 0 and their differentials (for the induced differential). Let (F ® C) + be the quotient vector space F ® C/U. Then we have an algebra isomorphism Γ « Q((F ® C) 4 "). Let {c,-} be a base of C (as a vector space) and {Λ,-} be the dual base of A. Let ϋ, be the class of t; ® c, in (F ® C) + for every i; E F Then This is the evaluation as described in [12] and in [7] . This follows from the fact that the inverse of the canonical isomorphism Γ ® A -^Hom(C, Γ) (given by (£ ® a)(c) = ξa(c)) is defined by a H> Σ, « Z ® a z if α,-= a(^). Let. JF= F* and (^ ® W)+ be the sub-space of A Θ PF dual to (F ® C) + . Then we have an algebra isomoφhism
and if we identify E, as an A -algebra, to ^4 ® Έίom( S(W) 9 K), then for every λ E Hom(5(PF), i^Γ), α, ® w 1? α 2 ® w 2? ... Set A' -A ® Q(ί/) and consider £ with the structure of DG-module over A' induced by Φ. Then the DG-algebra 91L = AT ® A ' E over A is, as an algebra, equal to A(H) and is in fact Sullivan's free minimal nilpotent model of E over A [12] (page 289).
Lety: E -> ^Hlbe the natural projection. It is a weak equivalence. To see this consider the spectral sequence associated to the natural filtration of E and 9IL as A -modules. Theny induces an isomorphism on the E λ terms, for the DG-algebra mapy'*: K® A E -* K® A ^induced by j is a weak equivalence. To prove this last statement, note that j κ is equal to the natural projection,/*: Q(F) -» K ® Q(ί/) Q(F) = Q(/ί), where Q(F) is equipped with the structure of Q([/)-module induced by Φ*: Q(ί/) -> Q(F). Now, let Q(F) and Q(/ί) be filtered by the length: an element of Q(F) or Q(H) is said to be of filtration/? if it can be written as a finite sum of elements of the form x x -x 2 x q with q >p {x t E F, H). Then y* induces an isomoφhism on the E { terms of the associated spectral sequences. Applying the mapping theorem, it follows that j κ induces an isomorphism on homology.
NQW, as 9H is free minimal on A, there exists [12] (page 252) a DG-algebra map over A, p: 9H -» £, which is a weak equivalence and such that j ° p -identity. It follows that the DG-algebra map over A, 911 ® Q(£/) -> £, defined by (£ ® w) -» p(|)Φ(l ® w), is an isomoφhism, for it induces an isomoφhism on cohomology and its projection onto the generators is the identity.
Let h: Q(U) -> Q(C/)(r, ί/r) be the homotopy (in the sense of [3] , page 251) defined by h(u) = u®t-
Then Λ /=1 = identity and h t=0 = ε: 5(F) -> iί.
Let ft: E -> £(/, rfί) be the homotopy defined by id ® Λ, after identifying E to 9H ® Q(F). Then Λ /=1 = id £ and Λ r=0 = id ® ε.
Let T(E)
and Γ(9H) be Sullivan's models as defined in (5.1) corresponding to E and 911. Then by the universal property there exists one and
only one DG-algebra map h: T(E) -> T(E)(t, dt) such that the following diagram commutes:
hi E(t,Λ) A®T(E) |id ® ii
A ®T(E)(t,dt).
Using again the universal property, there exists a DG-algebra map Γ(y): T(E) -» Γ( < Dll) such that the following diagram commutes:
E(t, dt)
In particular Γ(y) is a weak equivalence. Now, in the same way as above one gets a DG-algebra weak equivalence /: E' -> 911' over A 9 and thus a weak equivalence T(j'): T(E') -> Γ(9H')> where 911' is Sullivan's free minimal nilpotent model of E r over A. Let ψ: E -».E' be a DG-algebra weak equivalence over ^4 and let a: 9H -> 911' be the DG-algebra map defined byα=/oψo p: g^ -> j^ -» £' -> 911'. It is a weak equivalence, hence an isomorphism. The map p: 9H-»£ induces a DG-algebra map Γ(ρ): Γ(9IL)-^ Γ(£) such that Γ(7) ° Γ(P) ~ Γ(i ° P) -id. In particular, Γ(p) is a weak equivalence. Now, the induced isomorphism Γ(α): Γ(9lt) -> Γ(9H r ) is equal to Γ(j') °Γ(ψ)°Γ(p) and it follows that Γ(ψ) is a weak equivalence.
(5.4) REMARK. Let A be as above and let E be a DG-algebra over A such that E = A(V) as an algebra over A, where Fis such that V p -0 for /? < 1 and dim V p < oo for every /?. Assume, furthermore, that £ is a jp 2 -free module over A. Then E is a free nilpotent DG-algebra over A. To prove this, proceed as in the beginning of the proof of (5.3) to show that E is the tensor product of a free minimal nilpotent DG-algebra over A and an acyclic DG-algebra. As above, let A be a finite dimensional DG-algebra such that A 0 -K and let C = A* be the dual DG-coalgebra. Let L be a F 2 -free DG-Lie algebra over A such that (K ® A L) p = 0 for p < 0 and dim(i£ <8>^ L)^ < oo for every /?. If K = Q and ^4 is a model for a space 7, then L is a model for a fibration over Γ with a given cross-section (Theorem 1,  §1) .
Set E = β*(L) (cf. §4). It follows from Remark (5.4) that E is a free nilpotent DG-algebra over A, By restriction of scalars, consider L as a DG-Lie algebra over JSΓ and let L + be the DG-Lie sub algebra of L consisting of the elements of positive degrees and the cycles of degree zero. Set
We wish to show that T(E) = β*(L + ).
Recall that we have algebra isomorphisms T(E) = Q((F® C)
+ ) = Hom(S(A ® F*) + , K) (see (5.2) ). We also have an algebra isomorphism β*(L+) =Hom(S(sL+)K), and to see that sL + =(A® F*) + as a vector space, note that Hom(sL + , K) = (F® C) + , for the differential induced on F ® C is precisely the dual to the differential on sL. It follows that we have an algebra isomorphism Γ(£") = β*(L + ).
We must now show that the differential on β*(L + ) is the unique differential such that the evaluation map e\ E -> A® β*(L + ) is a DG-algebra map. Let be the DG-coalgebra map over u:
be the restriction to Hom^β^L), ^4) of the natural map
Then ev is a DG-algebra map over A and, in fact, ev = e. To see this, one can directly check that if a, a l9 a 29 ... 9 a p E A 9 λ E β*(K ® A L), x 1? x 29 ... 9 x p E K® A L, then (see (5.2) Assume K-Q and A is a model for a space Y. Then L is a model for a filtration/?: X -» Γ with a given cross-section s: 7 -* X (Theorem 1,  §1 ). Let T s be the space of cross-sections of p homotopic to s. The proof of Theorem 2 ( §1) now ends by using the theorem proved by Haefliger in [8] (Theorem 3.2), namely that if E is a free nilpotent DG-algebra over A which is a model for the fibration/?, then T(E) is a model for the space 6. Examples.
(6.1) The trivial fibration YX Z and the constant map. Let Y be a nilpotent space and A a finite dimensional DG-algebra which is a model for Y. Let Z be a simply connected space such that dim H P (Z,Q) < oo for every/?, and let L z be a DG-Lie algebra which is a model for Z.
Then a model for the trivial fibration YX Z equipped with a section corresponding to a constant map is the DG-Lie algebra A® L z with
Proof. Y X Z equipped with a section corresponding to a constant map has as a model the DG-algebra ^4 ® β*(L z ) equipped with the natural augmentation. ((S   2k   ) s2 \ constant map) has the same rational homotopy type as K(Q,2n -1) X S 2n , whereas the connected component ((S  2k ) s2 \ any map nonhomotopic to a constant map) has the same rational homotopy type as K(Q, An -1).
Proof. Let us first see that it does not depend on the choice of /. If ϊ is
Next, note that if / = 0, then we are back to example ( This can be proved by showing directly that the DG-algebra with φ,. = d X = dp', = rfχ' = dp'/ -rfχ" = 0, According to Proposition (4.4) , if ψ(/? 7 ) Φ 0 for a given i -1,..., m -1, then ^g is not the DG-algebra of cochains on a DG-Lie algebra. Let σ: 9H g -* ^4 be an augmentation on 91t g and set tyd^ for 91t g equipped with the differential d' defined by </'χ" = 0, </χ_ m = iχ" 2 + <*(x")x"> *, = 0, d'w = -ψ(χ)χ". Then the ,4-algebra map φ: 9Hg -> 9H δ defined by φ(χ") -x " -σ(χ"), <PK) = v, ~ σ(t? f ) and φ(w) = w -σ(w) is a DG-algebra isomoφhism over A 9 as can be checked directly. From (4.4) απd computations analogous to those in (6.2) One can make similar computations for X a product of spheres or a complex projective space and see that also in those cases a connected component of the space of immersions X -* R 2n has the same rational homotopy type as a product of Eilenberg-MacLane complexes.
